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NO. 11

Ex-British Communist Talks Here Feb. 7
Senior Class Votes To Change
Class Gift Project For 1955

Douglas Hyde Was Left·Wing Newspaperman
Until Catholic Authors lbfluenced Conversion

By Joe McCarthy
The first convocation in the revised schedule for the second seme~ter will take place at 1:30 p.m., Monday, Feb. 7, in
the Xavier armory and will feature Mr. Douglas ·Hyde speaking on the topic: "The Fight for the Mind and Heart of Asia
and Africa." Attendance is compl1lsory for juniors and seniors.

Mr. Hyde, the dynamic Catholic layman and convert from
communism, is the possessor of
an intrinsic knowledge of the
power of communism and its appeal to the people of the present
world. The strange and romantic
story of this man's flight from
communism to its opponent,
Catholicism, has led him to be
called "The Man who came from
Moscow to Fatima."
During the past seven years
since his becoming a Catholic,
Mr. Hyde has spoken the warning of the poison of communism
to people all over the world. He
last visited the United States in
1953. Since that time he has been
Mr. Douglas Hyde
to both Africa and Aisa, paying
•
. •
particular attention to the
achievements of missionaries in
•
·
•
these lands. His travels have even
extended to Korea, where he vis,4
ited leper colonies and sites of
the war action. These trips have
Have you seen my car anybeen taken, according to Mr.
Hyde, "To see how the battle of . where around? This was a typiour time is going on in the areas cal question heard on the Xavier
which are likely to be decisive campus on Monday as the first·
steps in ~he promised campaign
during the next .few years."
against illegal parking was taken.
Early Activities
Persons who had illegally parked
Once a Methodist theology stu- along the University drive in such
dent and a former boy preacher, a way as to obstruct either drives
Douglas Hyde became a mem- or walks found their cars had
ber of the British communist been towed away by order of the
party at the age . of 18. During office of the Dean of Men. ·
the Spanish Civil War he organCommenting on the crackdown
ized· funds to buy equipment with against chronic violaters of Unwhich to fight Franco. In addi- iversity regulations, Rev. Patrick
tion to functioning as a commun- H. Ratterman, S.J., deari of men
ist inside the British Labor Party, reaffirmed his intention on conhe was moved up by the com- tinuing the removal - by - force
munists through left wing news- method until the duly promulpapers until his 19.39 assignment gated parking regulations were
once again observed.
(Continued on Page 3)

Parking Campaign
Continues; violators
b•l
L ose a.utomo ., es

India Caught In Vice Between
East, West In Po·wer Strugg·le
Fr. De Souza Explains
India's Touchy Position

moral victory in Korea and that
the United Nations, in particular
the United States, has lost face
, By Bill Poole
in
Aisa.
"India stands in an ex"Prime Minister Nehru fears,"
tremely vulnerable position according to Fr. de Souza, "that
today," the Rev. Herbert A. help from the West might be too
de Souza; S.J. declared before little and too late." And so India
a convocation of Xavier stu- has adopted a policy of neutraldents on Wednesday, Jan. 12. ity, which it believes to be the
Father de Souza, a citizen of In- only solution to the eventuality
dia who was born in Karachi, of Russian attack. India is borPakistan, is theology mentor for dered by Communist Tibet to the
the Fordham Chapter of the north, Red China to the northCatholic Evidence Guild. in a east, unstable Malaya to the east,
speech filled with amusing com- and weak Moslem nations to the
mentaries on American life, he west.
Fr. de Souza believes that the
explained why India maintains a
mass
of Indians would rather be
policy of neutrality.
dominated by an Oriental ComFr. de Souza confided that "it munist country than 'ally with
would seem that India has every
(Continued on Pqe I)
reason to ally with the West-historically, economically, and
educationally." Yet this union
,..
Mr. David F. Smith, managing
has never developed because the
people of India remember with executive of the College of Music,
animosity the years of British has announced that the registradominance. All about the people tion dates for the radio and teleof Aisa is evidence, to the Asiatic vision courses which were anmind, that "help from the West nounced in last week's issue of
is a kiss of death." India believes The News will be Jan. 24, 25, and
that the CommunJsta have won a 26. Clauea will belin on Feb. J.

TV Times Anno'un,.ed

18 ROTC Students
Given Fourrageres
lnXOMMReception
At one of the largest Military
Balls in Xavier history, last Friday night, seventeen Junior ROTC
cadets were installed in the
Xavier Order of Military Merit.
Presented with the red fourrageres at the Ball by Cadet
Colonel Jim Albers were: Charlie
Austin, Harold Baumeister, Jack
Carroll, Don Chura, Warren Geiger, John Grupenhoff, Tom Kerver, John Kramer, Harold Matthews, Don Mellott, John Obermeyer, Paul Regenburger, Vince
Ross, Vito Rossi, Larry Smith,
Will Wittekind, and Bruno Wolff.
Senior Norm Murdock was also
elevated to membership in the
military society.
Following the Ball, Ralph Mar- ·
terie, whose Orchestra played for
the cadets and their guests stated;
"This is without a doubt, one of
the finest college groups that I
have ever played for."

Armory Ballroom Project A.bmidoned In Fav01· OJ
Campus Directory System To Guide St1·angers
The Senior Class, voting at a meeting on Wednesday,
Jan. 12, has decided to abandon the Armory Improvement
Plan as the object of their Class Remembrance Fund. Iri its
place the men of the 1955 graduating class have substituted
the Camnus Directory Project as their gift to the University.
The Directory Project is a plan
whereby a system of signs marking the building of the University
will be erected on campus. Visitors and wandering freshmen
will benefit by .the plan. Class
president William Sweeney expressing. the sentiment of his
fellow students stated, "The possibilities of an appropriate class
gift .expenditure seem to be limited at the present time so that
we felt that the new project
would make a lasting memorial
of gratitude to the University,
and at the same time fill a pressing need of the school." The development and execution of the
project is still at the drawing
board stage but class officers are
optimistic that the signs may
appear on campus within the

year.
Sweeney stressed that the cooperation of the Class of '55 is
needed to make the project a
success. Seniors are exhorted to
fill in and return their pledge
cards. Pledges to date total
$1700. Thus far 165 of the 189
senior eligible have pledged to
the Remembrance Fund.

Mardi Gras Group
Putting Finishing
Touches On Plans

The Mardi Gras Committee under Chairman Bill Trischler is
busily completing its plans for
the first annual Student Mardi
Gras on the weekend of Feb.
17-19. The weekend will feature
a carnival and dance in the Fieldhouse after the Western Kentucky basketball game of Feb. 17
and a second dance on Saturday
evening at Castle Farms.
Under the auspices of the Mardi
Gras Committee a special election for the Mardi Gras Clown
who will be a colorful feature
during the weekend will be held
on Feb. 7 and 8.
Pat Duggan is the general
chairman of the Castle Farms
dance. Pat Brand, chairman of the
carnival, has urged that every
student organization establish a
booth to serve as its contribution
to the Carnival.
Bill Trischler exhorted students
to lend their wholehearted support to the Marli Gras Fund
Drive so that the goal of $20,000
can be reached. He reminded the
students that there are $2,000 in
·prizes available as a rewards for
the efforts of students in this regard.
Included among the Mardi Gras
Committee members are Dick
lncomfnl' News Editor Tom Kerver receives a blue pencU, sym- Struckman, Al Cash, Don Luebbe
bolic of bis office, from retirinl' Editor-In-Chief Bob Slegenthaler and Jim Shanahan.
as the News' annual. staff changes took place following the completion of this Issue.
Photo bfl Karches

Editorship Changes Hands

As this week's issue of The as part of his work in the Xavier
News went to press, Editor-In- Honors Course.
The News changes editors beChief Bob Siegenthaler wrote the
last "30" of his career as head of tween the Fall and Spring semXavier's weekly news organ. Sie- esters to afford the new chief the
·genthaler's year's term of office opportunity of the advice of his
expires at the end of the sem- . predecessor and to allow the reester~ and in keeping with the tiring man a semester free of
policy of the paper, he will be work in order to study for comreplaced by Managing Editor Tom prehensive examinations.'
Kerver.
Staff changes announced
·Kerver, a junior from Cleve- by Mr. Bernard L. Martin, News
land, Ohio, has been a staff mem- moderator, included the promober of The News for three years. tion of Associate Editor Bob ManAs a sophomore he was promoted ley to the post of Managing Edto associate editor and served in itor. He is a sophomore Economics
the past year as second in com- student. Siegenthaler wilJ remain
mand at The News helm. He ls in an advisory capacity as Senior
maJoriq iD clulical Janaua111 Editor.

Dads Club to Hold
Day-Long Retreat

The annual Dads Club Day of
Recollection will be held on Sun.,
Jan. 23, from 9: 30 a.m. to
5: 00 p.m. Talks will be given by
Rev. Edward T. Wiatrack, S.J.,
of St. Ignatius High School, Chicago who is a former associate
editor of America.
For those planning to attend,
dinne1· is being served by reservation only. Rev. Edward J.
O'Brien, S.J. or the Dads phone
captains will accept reservations
by those planning to attend.
The retreat rule of silence will
be invoked for the men throughout the day.
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cc Unity.,, .
rom Jan. 18 to 25, the Universal Church observes the Chair
of Unity Octave, a time 'of prayer for the return of all men
to the one fold, under the one Shepherd in St. Peter's Chair in
Rome.
With the ·many opportunities for prayer and perfection
that offer themselves daily to students of a Catholic College,
we might during these days use some of them for the intention
that our separated ,brethren may come back to the Church
founded by Christ.
Our Lord prayed for unity among his followers: "Yet not
only for these do I pray, but for all those who through-their
word are to believe in me, that all may be one, even as thou,
Father in Me and I in thee; that they also be one of Us."
Our Holy Father requests our imitations: "Unfortunately,
many are still walking far from the Catholic truth, not willing
to follow the suggestions of Divine Grace, and the reason is
that not only they but the Faithful, too, fail to intensify their
prayers to God for this intention. Again and again, we beg
all who truly love the Church, after the example of our Divine
Redeemer, to have constant recourse to that prayer."
It is a common and erroneous conception that the clergy
should be entirely responsible for the conversions of souls to
the True Faith. On the contrary, each Catholic has an obligation to take every opportunity to encourage the unity of one
fold and one Shepherd. The most readily available way to
meet this obligation is to make use of the power of prayer.
Now is a good time· to begin.

OF NOTE

F

«

Propaganda and 'Good Will' ,,

n a recent issue of the Cincinnati Enquirer there appeared
an article by Mr. E. W. Castle which should be of interest
to every American as a citizen and a taxpayer. In his appraisal of our propaganda program, Mr. Castle states that,
despite the billions of dollars spent each year by the United
States government for propaganda and good will, our position
in the world today has suffered more than it has gained. In
order to win friendship and cooperation with the many free
nations of the globe, our government often has indulged in a
wasteful, costly, helter skelter orgy of spending, bringing
about a reaction of distrust and rejection in some strategic
areas. In many cases we have aided the Communist cause by
our own misdeeds.
The article relates, for example, that today our government spends five million dollars annually for documentary
films. "These," Mr. Castle states, "are shown ,by means of
mobile trucks, mostly to undernourished p~ople in out-of-theway places." These movies too often relate American luxuries
and advantages unknown to and unattainable by the viewing audience. "Uncle Sam's propaganda films create envy and
hatred for Arµericans," Mr. Castle concludes.
Many other striking examples of waste and mismanagement are cited within Mr. Castle's very informative article:
Even if Mr. Castle's information were only half accurate, the
sum total of ineffective propaganda spending would be unnecessarily high. Perhaps we can explain it by our American
habit of doing things in a big way. But however we explain
it, unless we make an immediate reappraisal in order to reduce the needless extravagances and expenditures connected
with our propaganda program, and to economize where there
is need, our economic security as well as our lofty position in
world affairs can be seriously jeopardized.

I

«

Twofaced Pol icy

»

hen, on Dec. 4, the United Nations General Assembly
W
unanimously endorsed President Eisenhower's "atomsfor-peace" plan, many observers felt that Russia's act of voting
"aye" to the proposal signified the long-awaited turnabout in
Russian policy. But in light of other recent and not so recent
events, even the most optimistic of these observers must conclude that this grandstand play is just another in a long series
of propaganda moves for which the Soviet diplomats are well
noted.
·
Perhaps too many have forgotten too soon the tremendous
havoc, devastaton, and loss of life brought about by the Korean
and Indo-Chinese conflicts. It is an understatement to say that
they were Russian inspired, while Moscow itself talked of
peace and coopeation among natons.
Even further back in history, since the end of World War
II, Russia's designs in Europe have been anything but encouraging for international understanding and good will. The subjugation and domination of half of Europe alone hardly testifies .to peaceful and irenic idealogies.
·
But pehaps the most recent example of Moscow's twofaced policy is portrayed most vividly on the stage of the
world's mind. For there parade the Soviet controlled Chinese
pupPets who, in condemning the thirteen Americans on
trumped-up spy charges, mouth familiar phrases which speak
of many other so-called trials. On another portion of that same
stage, also controlled by the ambidextrous Moscovites, the
Russian U. N. delegates speak of peaceful coexistence, international disarmaments, and atoms-for-peace, to suit their own
whims and fancies. Every once in a while, when the dictates
of the Kremlin demand it, all of Russia's media directed
toward the outside world come forth to the free nations with
this hand of "friendship."
This is nothing new. It has been standard practice for the
Soviet bosses, who have long demonstrated by both word and
deed that any means to their diabolical end will be attempted.
And yet; when unreasonable, unbelievable, irreconcilable statements and actions.emanate from the Kremlin, certain Western
statesmen immediately claim that a change of policy is at hand
and that pemanent Peace is assured. Then, down upon another
free nation the Iron Curtain of Communism is rung, ever so
swiftly.
•

By Dick Co•tello
life magazine-This week's
issue features good shots of
jazz greats with commentary
not so good. "For the first 35
years of its life in this century
the jazz played in the clubs was
dance music," so Life puts it1 but
jazz never was, nor was meant
to be dance music. Only the musicians who played it had to
" work in dance bands-to eat.
Then there's something about
"modern jazz" standing in revolt
against all of bop's contrived
simplicity. That's funny because
bop itself was a "revolt," against
all of Harry James contrived
lucidity, I guess.
What nobody seems to realize
is that bop was one man (Dizzy
Gillespie) or at least just a few
men (Wallington, Parker, etc.)
just as Dave Brubeck's music today is the sole product of ·one
man. It's the million and one
imitators that put bop and all
the rest in a rut. Brubeck's got
an answer though. No one's going
to take time to study Bach's fugal
style (which he uses) just to pick
up a couple of bucks. The point
is even if they did they wouldn't
By Hana Gei•ler
be Brubeck. So when you go to
hear, get the real article, and
you'll know why. Didn't say
In reading last week's i1sue of The News, I wasn't too you'd like it, but you'll have the
surprised to notice that some Xavier students hold a fairly hallmark hitting your eardrum
and you'll know it.
low opinion of the sports staffs of the various Cincinnati
As for Life's "lyrics" analysis
dailies. I m~st, however, disagree on one point. Cincinnati's of "Stardust" ala Brubeck, Chisports writers aren't the world's best, but they're not the cago style, etc., I'll cast my lot
with James Joyce, (he's easier).
worst either. I think that a great
part of the antipathy most loyal tenders for a national rating. "Stardust," the song was written
X men have for the sports sec- When they lose to Xavier or any when songwriters w e r e still
tions of the local papers stems other team1 they are usually poets, but that era is gone. I
not from the bad literary style worn out because of their "big- mean left. This verbal abominawhich is used, because it's not time" schedule. Nothing but tion in Life that tries to make it
fit into a 1955 mold is the sort
bad, but from the prejudiced subtle excuses.
I have to admit Xavier receives of thing that keeps serious ·-lisopinions and views which some
of the writers feel they have to the plaudits it deserves when the teners away from jazz clubs in
air. It is evident that many times Muskies are winning. Cincinnati droves. Oh well "Life" goes on
Xavier doesn't get fair coverage. sports writers seem to delight, I guess.
When the University of Cincin- however, in building Xavier up kroger stores-The new mecca
nati pulls a great upset, as for when they are winning and then for jazz fans has become, of all
instance, dumping the now eight pulling the foundation from under places, Kroger's Super Markets
time loser, Indiana, they receive them when they lose.
Why not give Xavier a break? where 10 inch LP's of old Musilaurels, cheers and hints that
craft sides by Sarah Vaughn,
once again they are strong con(Continued on Page 7)
Teddy Wilson, Boyd Raeburn
and Lennie Tristano (unreleased),
etc. can be had for 69¢. Of course
they're pressed on old Kroger's
coffee cakes, but even surface
scratch is secondary when you
can hear something like Tristano's "On A Planet" that you
know no one but Trisano's heard
By Dora Hellkamp
before.

Shufflin'
Around

Obiter Dicta

The clothes make the man, but it's hard to tell just what
they make him. No matter, what we wear is largely influenced
by its standards and it takes plenty of nerve to be different.
And as far as. changing the set of standard goes, I doubt if
there is any set pattern. For the sake of clarification here are
a few examples illustrating these
points.
"A rousing success," was how
a sociology professor at the Uni·
versity of Kansas termed a recent practical experiment in going against society. According to
the American Collegiate Press,
this particular prof had his students dress up for three straight
days, not tell anyone about the
experiment, and keep logs on
the reactions of other students.
Quite apparently the girls usually wore bobby sox and saddle
shoes while the fellows never
cavorted the campus with ties,
so the sudden appearance of these
"dressed up" people was bound to
be noticed if nothing else. There
was plenty else, though, as the
log reports show so definitely.
One sophomore stated that her
best friend said, "I think you're
crazy. Crazy people do crazy
thin11, ·and you're crazy." An·

other said, "My roommate didn't
even want to walk to class with
me because everybody was staring."
(Continued on Page 3)

last symphony-Mitro po ul o s
breathed life into a dead brass
section in Mendelssohn's "Reformation" Symphony, but they
were back to normal again in
Prokofieff's 5th. A pity too, for
the last was what he rehearsed.
However, it graced the ears,. it
is still much to be reckoned with.
If anyone has captured the machinations, the indecision and the
turbulence of our day in sound
musical expression, it was Prokofieff. His name may never rest
(Continued on Page 8)
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·All Youths Face Eight Years Military Service Under C11rrent Law
Part OJ Service Can Be Ful/illed During College
Days By Participation In Active Reserve Units
COLUMBUS, 0.-Jan. 13-The college student toiling
towards a degree may not always be aware of it, but once
he's graduated he'll owe his country eight years' military

;:~~~i;f ~~=:~r:~£~:}~v~ ~~;v~~:,·
r

every man

Xavier Sailing Club Sports Stiirdy Crafts·
In Four Midivestern lntercolle.o·iate ReJJ'Uttas
~

Jl1;!ii·~ ;: '.t~ ,; :.~if~~~

b~ ~~;~;:;.;;:;:;~,

the Reserve for a total of eight
Official Source
The ever active-everbuoyyears. Not two, but eight. There's
Ed. Note. Accompanying article ant members of the Xavier
no such thing as a "discharge" reprinted from a PlO release of University Sailing Club are
now, till you've completed all Ft. Hayes to clear up doubts
about new military service legis- presently engaged in repaireight years.
Six Years In Reserves
Say you receive your draft notice, and are inducted into the
Army for a peroid of two years.
Upon completion of your tour of
duty, you are automatically
transferred to the Army Reserve
..
.
for an add iti~nal six years.
. In those st~ years, . you are
g1v~~ th~ op~10n of .e1_t~er rerna~nmg ma~tive or JOmm~ an
active organized Reserve umt. If
you choose to remain: inactive,
your records are earned as an
individual in a pool of veterans
cal~ed . t?e "Ready Reserve." As
. an md1v1dual, you can be recalled.
at any tim~ by a simple directive
of the President.
That's eractly what ?appened
when the Korean confhct broke
out. Thousands upon thousands
of individual Reservists-many
World War II veterans-were
recalled before a single Reserve
',.
unit.
'R 11 Seeurit ,
eea
Y
The individual Reservist is exposed to recall at the first sign
of an emergency. But a veteran
who decides to discharge his Reserve obligation by joining a~
~ . active Reserve unit is not as susceptible to recall. He . gets what
·might ·be called "recall security",
since the Government is not as
likely to recall an entire Reserve
unit as it is an individual Reservist. In a national emergency,
individual Reservists are always

Ex Communist Talks
A.t XU Convocation
.
(Continued from Page l)
to the staff of the Daily Worker.
He continued with his journalistic work throughout the war. and
was News Editor of the Worker
when he resigned in 1948 to come
into the Catholic Church.
Hyde's conversion came about
as a direct result of some of his
most virulent communist writing. He found that when he
studyed the writings of Cath-.
o.lics for. the purpose of refutat10n he ~nstead came t?. an understandmg of the~e writings. ~e
says on t~e. subJect, "Cathohc
thought,. gamm.g through a love
for medieval hterature and art,
s l ow Iy d es t roye d my Commun ism, with me resisting· every
step of the way." In Jan., 1948,
he approached a catholic priest.
His children were then baptized,
and he himself was received into
the Church a few months later.
, Since his break with the red
menace Mr. Hyde has .used his
pen and his speaking ability to
bring to people the benefit of his
experiences since his conversion
to Catholicism after 20 years of
communism. His autobiography,
I Believe, has been translated
into more than seven languages
and has been broadcast over the
Voice of America, Radio Free
Europe, and the B.B.C. throughout all of the European continent.

lation.

ing and conditioning the two

------------.
the fi~st to go.
.
~urmg the Kore?n ~o!'fhct, the
rah~ of recalled md1v1dual ~e
serv~sts t.o recal!ed Reservists
servm~ Wl th a u~i t was 5. .t 0 1•
So, 1f you decide to 1om an
active organized Reserve unit, the
chances of your being recalled
are slimmer. After training with
a unit for three years, you are
eligible to be transferred from
the "Ready Reserve" to the
"Standby Reserve". Unlike the
"Ready Reserve" the "Standby
Reserve" ·cannot 'be recalled by
Presidential directive-only by
an act of Congress. And an act
of Congress would probably mean
full-scale war, and everyone and
his grandmother would be sucked
up in the defense effort.

penquin type boats that the organization owns in readiness for
the schedule of regattas into
which the club will soon be ac-

.ravtn Utdvemtv

Obiter Dicta

:r: >

Tom Bunker and Gibbs MacVeigh adjt1st. the riggings on one
of the Sailing Club's two boats. '
Green University having been
cancelled. In February the sailors
venture to Purdue University,
where they will officially become
members of the Midwest Collegiate Sailing Association. At this
time the club members will also
work out the club's spring and
fall regatta schedule for next
year.
New Officers
At the last meeting, Monday,
Jan. 3, the mariners voted for
the officers who will lead them
through the nautical events of
the coming season. Those elected
were Hugh Kaiser as Commodore, Pall Wurzelbacher as Vice
Commodore, Marty Bowyer as
Rear Admiral, Pall Wurzelbacher as treasurer, and Mary· Lou
VordeMesche, secretary.
During the period immediately
following ·the week of registration for the new semester, the
club, striving to add to its mem-

bership will hold a drive to attract all new potential sailors
interested in bounding the main.
It has been stressed that lack of
nautical experience is no barrier.
Thirll Boat
The terminal location for this
drive will be situated in the Library Building. The club, has
outlined plans, and money has
been allocated for the acquisition
of a third boat. Thus the club will
have three craft available for
use by Sailing members. Purchase is hoped to be made early
this spring. A pre-Lent dance is
to be sponsored by the club Friday, Feb. 11, in South Hall.

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY

3616 Montgomery Road
Evanston

Perhaps l'ori A11d The Ref Can't Seem To Agree,
On Who Sliould Get Tlie Free Tliroivs.
But You'll BOTH Agr,ee Tlmt This ls Best,
,
Right After The Fimtl Whistle Bloivs •••

ENJOY A DELICIOUS

SIXTY''

''BIG

on a Bun"

Join The Crowd At Your Nearest

SIXTY SECOND SHOP
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The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an 1aintial
in every 1tud1nt'1 diet.

H. MII,I,ER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan
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tively entei;ing. Last summer, the
club continued its activities on
the water with a schedule of
regular Sunday sailings at Lake
Cowan under the guidance of the
group's moderator Mr. Joseph E.
Bourgeois,. assistant professor of
French, and its Commodore,
Gibbs McVeigh.

Fall Sailing Events
During the past fall season the
fellows and gals participated in
regattas with the other sailing
organizations of various universities from around the Mid-West.
Since September, the club has
taken part in two regattas at
Lake Cowan, and two at Ohio
Organized Unit
State University, with another
Suppose, then, that. you decide scheduled regatta at Bowling
to join _an active organized Army - - - - - - - - - - - - - Reserve unit while you're in colZege. Here are some advantages
to mull over:
l) Every year that you spend
(Continued from Page 2) ·
training with an active unit will One fellow had the rule of law
count towards whittling down laid down to him by another who
your eight year Reserve obliga- proclaimed, "I .think a tie is all
tion.
right if·you haVe a picture taken
2) While you're training with or go to a funeral or wedding or
your local Reserve unit-all it something, but not every day. If
requires are weekly meetings and you keep that up, it'll be a funthe annual two-week summer eral for you." America, land of
training camp-promotions will the free!
be corning your way. In four Now for this business of changyears, you can go as high as a ing styles. No one seems to know
Sergeant First Class.
of any marked method, but from
3) Once you ~e~ _your degree, a few instances perhaps someyou can then initiate for two one can see a pattern gleaming
years' active duty in the Army through the haze of chance hapas, say, a Sergeant First Class penings.
Instead of being drafted into the Take the case of the poor proArmy as a private for two years' ducers of undershirts whose busactive duty, you can fulfill your mess was practically wrecked
active duty requirements with when in o:rw of Clark Gable's
the rank you held in the Organ- movies he took\off his shirt and
ized Reserve.
exposed nothing but his chest.
4) When your two years' ac- 01' Clark done introduced· the
tive duty is completed, you can patch pocket rage a few years
transfer to the "Standing Re- back, too, while Rudolph Valserve" for the remainder of your antino had all the men wearing
Reserve obligation.
their hats at an angle. And the
wearing of the chapeau was afLogan Hall Gets Stalue fected by Ike when he made the
A bronze bust of Thomas J. change from the top hat to the
Logan Cincinnati clothing manu- Homburg.
factur~r. who provided much of From here it appears that you
the funds used for the erection of must be somebody especially
·
th e b u1'Id'mg name d m
. h"is h on0 r, prornmen
t t o ch ange styl e p lus
,
·
f h
.
has been mstalled outside o t e a little something more. Even so
:'-lbtehrt D. Cabsh_ cd~nferTehncebRoto~ I wonder if Adlai Stevenson
m e new u1 mg~ . e . ~ is had been elected president if it
the work. of the Barberi HtJOS of would be the vogue to go about
Olot, Spam.
with a hole in your shoe.
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MEDICO

Alma mater
FILTER PIPE $3!!! &'5!!.!!

~~~TLE~~

Medico's tilter strains smoke of nicotine, juices
lars,flakcs. When filter turns brown, throw ii away
with all the impurities it hns trapped. Replace
with fresh tilter for mild, mellow smokfog.
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HOWLS FROM THE LAIR Muskies Set For Eastern R
Flyers Test Xctvie1· Afte1· Semeste1· Excmi T1·ials;
So11t11ern Trip 01/ei·s Pmverliouse Competition

By Brmw W olJI

FLO

SOKOLOW~

In an interview this week over the telephone Ed Kluska, speaking warmly and sinBy ~lel Brmman
cerely, said, ·~Tell the students thanks for backing the team with their cheers during the
After a disastrous road trip in which they were able to
past four years. I would also publically thank all the players for their fine spirit of cooperBy Jack Clie1
ation." Mr. Kluska expressed his desire to let the students of Xavier know that he deeply win one game, the Musketeers of Xavier University return
to the friendly grounds of Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse for
As the intramural basketball pr
appreciated their support over the years.
a game with Eastern Kentucky. Following the Saturday night week of action before exams, two
* • •
This season's basketball team is doing a turnabout from last year's squad. Bob Heim game, Xavier will have a seven day layoff before encounter- main unbeaten and hold down the
and company played like champions on the road, and then hit a slump as soon as they got ing a strong Dayton squad. Then it will be another road trip
In League 1 every contest was
on home grounds. But the 1954-55 Musketeers are terrors in the fieldhouse having run for the blue-and-white hoopsters in which they take on
Termites
Loafers showed for H
through five straight there as of last Monday. On neutral ground, the Garden, Ned Wulk's Spring Hill, Memphis State, and -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -and
- - - - - - - - oppor
boys have split even in two games. But when on the road the Muskies have folded, with
UPSET ACTION
The l
the magnificent exception of the Western Kentucky game. In the six away games, Xavier Loyola of the South.
a 4 '
has won only two and lost four.
Seek Revenge
their
If the Muskies keep going at this rate and if my mathematics are reliable, they should
The Muskies will be trying to
with
finish the season with 16 wins and 10 losses. Percentagcwise this would be a shade better advenge an early season defeat
Art 1
than the 1953-54 Musketeer basketball record, which was 18-12,.,
at the hands o: E_astern, 60-46.
the SC
During the baseball season, when my boys, the White Sox, drop a game, I can't even Adams, a 6 - 4 JUm~i~ a;d J~~~
holds
read the paper. That's the way it is here with me when the Muskies lose. I glance over ~hell Ma~oons are :
Y·unior
Hal
the headlines and then turn to the funnies to read Lil' Abner. When they win I read the Then egtnnon, a 15 11
ost Ji·ngle ·
the p
l
.
ese
wo
men
a
m
s
·
whol~ paper, a 1n~ost the whole paper anyway. I hope that I stil have plenty of readmg to handed beat the Muskies besides
look forward to m the next month and a half.
the fact that x had a poor night
• • •
from the field; hitting only about
A staunch Xavier supportor laughed off a seven point spread he was offered down at 20 per cent.
Western and bet the Muskies even; we hear he is planning a trip to Bermuda.
Dayton will provide the oppoAftcr t.he \Vestern game was over as soon as Duke Schneider had made the winning sition for the Muskies on Jan.
goal, the place was dead, no noise, 110 shouting, not even groans. Jim Boothe tossed the ball 30th, when the Flyers travel to
up in the air in juhulation, but seeing the silence, he thought that he was a little prema- the Cincinnati Ga1·dens. Dayton,
hue in his enthusiasm and that the game was still going on. Big Dave looked up at the beaten three times this season,
clock, saw that it had run out, but still wondered if the game was over. Then only a few may be without the services of
seconds later the Muskie bench ran out onto the floor.
All-American John Horan. Horan
Coach Diddle of Western came down afterwards to the locker room and gave each of tore a cartilage in the .first half
the men a towel as a remembrance of their outstanding victory. Mr. Diddle even showed of the U~ game and 1s on the
up to see the team off at the railroad station despite the fact that a cold rain-and-snow mix- d~ubtful .hst. The Flyers greatly
ture was falling from the night sky.
miss their star forward as was
• "' *
evident in the UC game as the
In looking over the sport stories that broke concerning Xavier in 1954, we decided to Bearcats almost completely doi:ninated the game from that point
pick out the top five and put them in their order of importance.
The number one news item was Ed Kluska's resignation, announced in mid-December, on.
ending his eight year head of Xavier football fortunes.
Senior Bowl Champ
Second was the Muskies' upset of Boston College, 19-14, on Oct. 30.
Memphis State ls ~ext team 0 .n
· I m
· l'me were X av1cr
· ' s two surpr1smg
• · e ff orts agamst
·
K entuck y, the f'irst on Jan. 4, f'the t list for the th
Muskiesthand
Tl111'<
r their
tri·p
19~'1 I
·
L
•
t
I
·
I
1
W"ld
h
d
}
d'
irs
game
on
e
sou
e
n
.
77
. a c own m . exmg on, w uc i t ie 1 cats won ·71 and t e secon at t ie Gar .en Dec. 11, Afte their Dec. 6 loss to Xavier,
Kentucky edgmg thrnugh 73·69.
St
tr
t
t
·
th
s
ni·or
.
a e wen on o win e e
main
Fourth was the entirely successful southern swing the Muskie basketball team took in Bowl Classic over Spring Hill, a
Leag
February with victories over Murray State, Centenary, Loyola of the South, and Mississippi team that X meets after the Loycium1
Sout.hen1.
ola game.
Chuck Hofmann and Dave Piontek scramble for a rebound Elet
~umber five was the great last minute victory over Miami at Oxford in the final game
Spring ·Hill is another strong against the Louisville Cardinals.
Palac
southern team. They won the - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - Elet
of the 1953-54 hoop season, 90-89.
Gator Bowl Tournament by de-

LEAGUE IN IM

Cage Review. Preview

Senior Ce1iter Tom ~litcliell In Last Season; ~~~:~gf~:~r~fo:i~~ ~~or~~:;e~~~~ ~~~~~~·~···· g:~?o~~~!n .................. xa!~~CE
History Stude1it Pla11.s T eacltino·
Profess:on
~:i~~kyth~ass~~:~a~;r~e~~~~: Msaotn.. 64 ........ Memphis
Mississippi Southern, w Xavier
1:11'
.,
State, won .... Xavier

Tech. Spring Hill, one of two
.
Jesuit universities in the south,
ahead before graduat10n. Then
t b Lo
he would like to go into grauate was upse Y yo1a, 68 - 65 ·
By Charlie Woeste
work, if Uncle Sam will let him,
Illinois Conqueror
Mitchell, Tom; center; six-six; 202 lbs.·, senior. That's the lookir.1g toward. a future in the Loyola, besides beating Spring
Hill, holds important wins over
teaching profession.
way you'll find it on the roster, but that tells little of the
One At A Time
Illinois and Mississippi Southern
story. bel;ind Thomas James Mitche11, twenty-one year old "We played the basketball while losing to LaSalle 85-71,
Muskie p1votman.
we're capable of" answered Mitch Notre Dame 66-45, and Bradley
You won't find his name in the headlines with the regu- when quiered about the Muskie 77-71.
larity of some of the other hooprecent feat of knocking off Cin- Following the southern U-ip,
cinnati, Louisville, and Western Xavier meets cross-town rival,
men, but for four years "Mitch"
Kentucky in five days. He ex- the University of Cincinnati
has been one of the cogs behind
the Xavier scene. He's been out
pressed his confidence in Xav- Bearcats. X, the victor in the
on the hardwood every day lendier's being right up there after first encounter 67-64, will face
that disastrous i·oad trip last the same problem that UC faced
ing his support to the Muskies
cause. He's the fellow who proweek.
in the first game, that is, too
vides the competition that enables
In answer to a question about many games in a short span of
some of the big games coming time. Before the first game, UC
the Pionteks and Ho.fmanns to
perform with more proficiency.
up next month, Tom quipped, had played in the All-American
"We play them one at a time." Tournament in which they played
And when one of the big men is
having trouble and has to come
And the next one, he hopes, will four games in five days. This
be a convincing conquest of East- game will mark the first game
out, in goes Tom to hold sway as
long as necessary.
ern ~entucky tomorrow night in of the Xavier series in the new
Mr. Mitchell came to X in 1951
the fieldhouse.
UC Fieldhouse.
:lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU
after cavorting at Elder for a
year and a half under Coach
Babe Bartlett. Tom didn't go out
S
E
for the hoop sport until the mid5
NEW
!
dle of his junior year, but he
§
!
came around fast and co-cap5
E
§
Guaranteed Quality
tain the Panther five in his sen5
NGLAND
5
ior year.
Tom Mitchell
§
H A'T
§
Hero At Miami
Longine WittnauerHere at Xavier Tom has had The slender six and a half foot §
E Bulova-Gruen Watches
a little trouble cracking into the Dutchman the unbeaten Ken- 5
MANUFACTURING
opening lineup, but he showed tucky five of last year as the 5
5
signs of things to come with a best team he has faced and thinks 5
!
FINE SELECTION OF
fine clutch performance against Ftank Ramsey of that same quin- S
COMPANY
§
WEDDING GIFTS
Miami in the final game of last tet is the best player he's seen. 5
!
year to win it .for the blue-and- The biggest thrill sports has pro- §
5
white, 90-89. Then he came into vided him is not pinned to any i
118 East Sixth Street ! 506 Vine St. PArkwar 7193
his own this year with an 18 particular instant; he enjoys 5
!
point splash against Georgetown playing the game.
!
Cincinnati, Ohio
!
Jo Kruempelman
to lead the Musketeers to an easy Working toward a B.S. in his- §
§
triumph.
tory, Tom has but one semester lmHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllB

PIVOTMAN l\'llTCHELL GRADUATE OF ELDER
WHERE HE CO-CAPTAINED TEAM AS SENIOR

Brook Jewelers

=

,

Cincinnati Garclens
Riehmoncl, Ky.
Cleveland, O.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Xavier
Cincinnati Gar1lcns
Xavier
Bowling Green, Ky.
Huntington, W. Va.
Philadelphia, Pa. (Palestra)
Xavier
Xavier
Cincinnati Gartlens
Memphis, Tenn.
New Orleans, I.a.
Mobile, Ala.
University of Cincinnati
Xavier
Lexington, Ky.
Xavier
Dayton, o.
Louisville, Ky.
Xavier

=

=

-

S t
·······• K t k
t
Maon.. 11 ········ en uc y, 1os ................
13 ........ Eastern Kentucky, lost
Thur. 16 ........ John Carroll, won ........
Sat. 18 ........ Canisius, Jost ..................
JANUARY
Tues. 4 ........ Georgetown, Ky., won ..
Thur. 6 ........ Cincinnati, won ..............
Sat.
8 ........ Louisville, won ..............
Mon. 10 ........ Western Kentucky, won
Thur. 13 ........ Marsl1all, lost ..................
Sat. 15 ........ Villanova, lost ................
Wed. 19 ........ Murray State, won
Sat. 22 ........ Eastern Kentucky ..........
Sun. 30 ........ Dayton ..............................
FEBRUARY
Tues. 1 ........ l\lem1,his State ................
Thur. 3 ........ Loyola, La .......................
Sat.
5 .•.....• Spring Hill ......................
Wed. 9 ........ Cincinnati ........................
Fri. 11 ........ Loyola, La.......................
Mon. 14 t. ...•.• Kentucky ..........................
Fri, 18 ........ Western Kentucky ........
Sun. 20 ........ Dayton ..............................
\Ved. 23 ........ Louisville ........................
sat. 26 ........ Miami ................................
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GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH
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Eastern Rematch Zone
.Defense St~ps Muskies Coach Finnell Promotes
011 D1sastro11s Trip 011t East; S hi T
. T V .
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BY FOES' DEFENSE
By Jack Clterry
As the intramural basketball program pulled into its last
By Jolm llaley
week of action before exams, two teams in each league re- After spending what could
be termed the hottest five
main unbeaten and hold down the top spots.
In League 1 every contest was a forfeit. Hall 10, Hall 8, days on the Xavier basketball
Termites and Loafers showed for their games but finding no scenes, th~ Musketeers travopponents were awarded wins. eled East to face the Marshall
The Loafers lead the circut with Herd and the highly touted
ACTION
a 4 won 0 lost record. Clos.::! on Wildcats. After the dust had
their heels are the Cherry Pickers

tention, as he hit 21 markers.
The Muskies led in the early
moment of the game but as Villanova began to get there eye it
was all over, as the Wildcats led
50-35 at the half way point.
~arl~ in the .third peroid. t~e
f1ghtmg Muskies came w1thm
nine points, only to have the 'Cats
led by Schafer and Jim Smith
burn the nets with baskets.
settled the Muskies were on the
Each team took 76 shots at the
with 3 wins against no defeats. short end both times.
basket Villanova hitting 35 for
Art Morrissey continues to lead
46%, while the Musketeers hit
the scoring race with 37 but only
Zone Defense
29 for 38%.
holds a 1 point lead over Bunker.
The Marshall setback, 82-69,
Hall 12 and The Spudnutts lead was due to the tight zone defense
the pack in League 2 both teams that the Herd set up for the 17th
Front row (Left to Right) Bill Kenny, Larry Dillon, Teny
remaining undefeated. Hall 12 ranked team in the United Press
Olbercling, Ray Tomlin, amt Franny Stahl. Back Row (Left to
kept their slate spotless with a ratings. Dave Piontek, outstandRight) Harry Fitz1>atrick, Ralph Elwer, Stu Courehalne, Fraak
close 33-30 win over Elet lB. ing in the three big wins, was
Xavier University broke back Tartaron and Stan Glaser. Fischer and Young missing.
Wagner led the winners with 14 held to a mere seven pobnts,
and Tom Nugent was high for while Lou Vonderbrink, hard into the happy land of winning
Having rung up eight wins see considerable action with their
Elet lB with 12. The Spudnutts driving Muskie guard tallied only b?sketball tean:s last Wednesday and no losses at this stage of big brothers.
dropped The Spartacists .from the four points.
~~g~: by topping Murray State Ithe campaign the "Little . Coach Finnell credits outstandunbeaten ranks taking a 64-41
The bright sides of the Muskie 1 - •
,,
'
mg teamwork, great team spirit,
•
verdict. Sullivan led The Spud- story were Duke Schneider and
A second half scoring spree by Muskies have stamped them- and a balanced scoring attack for
nutts with 15. In other games Hall Jim Boothe. Duke led the Cincin- Dave P~ontek and some prec~se selves as one of the best fresh- the success of the squad. The
7 led by Malone's 16 points nati aggregation with 22 points, reboundmg by Hank Schmidt man quintets in the history of the records bare him out as all five
downed Elet 3A 39-35, and Flor- his best effort since the Memphis snapped the Muskies from their school. Two of their most im- regulars are hitting over ten
ian Sokolowski continutd to keep State game, while the evasive two game losing streak.
portant wins have been ove1· the points per game.
the scorekeepers busy as he Boothe dropped 17 points through
Big Dave opened the scoring freshman teams of the University
Chief point maker to date has
poured in 28 markers and made the hoop in the losing effort. with a field goal, but the Tigers of Kentucky and Cincinnati.
been forward Frank Tartarton,
the difference between cottage B Dave Robinson led the Thunder- bounced back with three free
However, Coach Bob Finnell, who has scored 113 points for an
and The Vets as The Vets bowed ing Herd with 29 markers, while throws to take the lead momen- in his second year at the helm average slightly better than 14
39-28. Sokolowski now has 67 Cebert Price canned 22 points.
tarily. Xavier caught fire and of the frosh team, believes many Ipergame. Right behind him are
points for three games and leads
Schafer Rolls
quickly extended its lead to 11-3, obstacles lie in the path of an Franny Stahl and Tony Olberthe League. Mike "Robin" BonThen came the date with Vil- but Murray gained ground with unbeaten season. The "Little ding with a 107 apiece good for
ahoom holds down the runner up lanova in the Palestra, where Howie Crittenden and Dick Kin- Muskies" face the Dayton Frosh over 13 a game. Stu Courchaine,
spot with 49 in two games.
once again the zone defense was cler putting them only three be- twice, plus return engagements tallest man on the team at 6-8
1
Elet Annex and the Welcome the sword in the side of the hind at intermission, 33-30.
with both UC and UK.
and Ray Tomlin are hitting for
Tourists extended their winning Musketeers. For the second
In the second half Piontek
Perhaps another fact prompted 10 per tilt.
streaks to three games and re- straight night Piontek was held took flame, and poured through Mr. Finnell to make this obserBesides Stahl and Tomlin, who
main deadlocked for the lead in below the double figure average, sixteen points, hitting from the vation. Come second semester he! "graduate" in February, Coach
League 3. Welcome Tourists as Bob Schafer, fleet footed 'Cat ~ree throw line and with his will lose the services of his start- Finnell, on their performances
dumped the Steamer 42-11 and forward led his team with 33 jump shot. Murray came within ing guards Franny Stahl and Ray thus far, picks out Courchaine,
Piontek scramble for a rebound Elet Annex rolled over Purity points. The Easterners squad hit two points with three minutes to Tomlin to the varsity. Both are Tartarton, Olberding, and Elwer
Palace 61-38. Kast had 23 for 50% of their shots in the first go, but could never quite climb currently averaging in the double as good bets to move up to the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Elet Annex.
half. Jimmy Boothe, once again the rest of the hill.
figures. Finnell looks for both to varsity next season.

~w.

C
agers Tip Tigers;
p
io11tek Drops 21

I

I

Preview

PLACE
Xavier
ern, w Xavier
rnn .... Xavier
Cincinnati Garclens
r, lost Richmoncl, Ky.
11 ........ Clevelancl, 0.
Buffalo, N.Y.

won .. Xavier
Cincinnati Gar1lens
Xavier
y, won Bowling Green, Ky,
Huntington, W. Va.
Philadelphia, Pa. (Palestra)
n
Xavier
Xavier
Cincinnati Garclens

Memphis, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.
Mobile, Ala.
University of Cincinnati
Xavier
Lexington, Ky.
y ........ Xavier
Dayton, 0.
Louisville, Ky.
Xavier

the filter cigarette that really tastes like a cigarette!

(~

• No wonder Winston's so popular with
college smokers! It~s got real flavor-full,
rich flavor you'll really enjoy. Winston
tastes good-like a cigarette should!
Along with finer flavor, Winston also
brings you a finer filter. The exclusive

~ and MILK

, . An Independent Slnee 18'1

Winston filter works so effectively, yet
doesn't "thin" the taste or flatten the
flavor. Winston lets you draw smoothly,
easily-there's no effort to puff!
Try Winston, the filter cigarette that
tastes good- like a cigarette should!

S • WINSTON & eablf-dnom~ tf2XQ/I. cAqMefte.I
R. J, R.irnolds Tobacco Co., Wlnaton•Slllfw, N, O,
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DOWN FRONT

German Student':j Day Has Ma11,y Features
Different From United States College Life
Students Not Obligated
To Attend Regular Class

dents don't understand or which ber of one of the many fraterthey don't like, they shuffle their nities, which keep you busy in
By Jfayo Moh•
feet to show their dissatisfaction. your spare time, you can enjoy
By H1111s Hugo Woll/
.
.
v
•
E h
S _,
Our educational system in many activities in music, read.. ore1gn xc ange l1111e11t E urope is
. en t'ire1y d'ff
t
f
1 eren
rom ing, drama, sciences, etc., just as
This week I am describing an the American system. But what you do here.
The George Gobel Show last Saturday night was perhaps average day for a German stu- is different and why? Students During his holidays, the stuone of the grossest insults to an intelligent audience ever dent and perhaps the routine are expected to be well educated dent obtains a job since there
may surprise you.
and trained when they immatric- are many chances today in Eurperpetrated on the stage of the Taft. Gobel himself was quite In the morning, taking his bi- ulate at a university. The univer- ope to get interesting jobs in
perfectly up to expectations, and he kept his audience in high cycle and notesity is mainly an institution for neighboring countries. To spend
hilarity from the moment he came on stage with his old book, the Gerresearch and teaching. There is a sum111er in a foreign country is
guitar to the moment he took his
man student
nothing like the "spirit of Xavier" always a very useful experience
final bow forty - five minutes Miss Deborah Kerr. Unfort.unate- goes to the unior 'men of Xavier!' All our uni- and .since there is a fOreign stulater. And the ovation he l'e- ly, its dramatic resolution is mor- versity, dressed
versities are State universities .dent exchange program, not only
ceived was richly deserved.
ally unjustified, but even more up as you
which have generally the same for study, but also for employBut the show that preceded unfortunately, and herein lies would say, belevel of teaching. So nobody asks ment, the European unification
this marveloµs young comcllian the evil, it is presented as just. cause most stuyou in Germany what University idea has made a great progress
was so completely llivorced from
Ethel Waters, author of a dents always
you graduated from, but with among students.
the caliber of George's act, that recent best-selling autobiography wear a tie and
what professor you studied and
sitting through it was not unlike allll one of the greatest woman suit.
made your thesis.
(I suppose) sitting through a entertainers of our time, brings
There is no Hans ff. Wolff
But what would the life of a Announces Store Hours
long purgatory waiting for heav-1 her much-lauded show, "At Home bell, no roll-call
German student be without beer?
The Xavier Bookstore will be
en. There were acts on that show With Ethel Waters", to Emery and no obligation to attend a ~ost buildings of the universities operating under the following
that would have flunkecl out on Auditorium on Tuesday, Feb. 1. class. Lectures start a quart~r include refreshment rooms schedule Mrs. Catherine Drach
Super Circus, aml others that Miss Waters promises her aµd- past the hour (the academic where one can get a couple of
'd
would have been more at borne ience at least 22· songs, most of quarter). When the professor beers between classes. Students announce ·
on upper Vine Street.
them culled from the shows that enters the hall, students stamp have their meals at the 'mensa',
Monday through Friday-8:30
George, when he came out, made her famous in the past de- their feet to greet him. He makes as the university cafeteria is a. m. to 4 p. m.
was facing what might be called cades. And if the unanimous his speech, explains the subject called.
Saturday-8: 30 a. m to 11: 30
a "hostile audience". That he so praise of the New York critics is and walks out with the thankful
If you are just not in the a. m.
charmed them with his fine, any .standard of satisfaction, they noise of the stamping feet behind "right mood" to study in the eveSunday-closed.
clean humor as almost to make should be well pleased indeed. him. If he says things the stu- ning, and if you are not a mem- - - - - - - - - - - - - - them forget those dreadful acts
is a credit to his showmanship
p~~~:9.~~~~~~-~~$::~~""::~~~~~:~~~~~m:~~~=~~~::~m~~~~~~:s:m=:~~~~~~~::m:::::::~.:::::::::::~~~~~~~~-sm:::::~:~-:~.::::~~~m.t:~~:~~~~t.]·
and his material. But the uncomfortable fact remains that for far
less than $2.40 (which was the
cheapest seat), a Gobel fan might
just as pleasurably have watched
,.. .. ·
George (had he been on) on his
home TV set. And even if the
rest of the night on television
WHAT'S THIS?
was at its lowest ebb, it couldn't
have been worse than the bilge
that preceded George Gobel at
the Taft.
REGRETS DEPARTMENT:
Sorry that Catholic U.'s repertory company, Players, Inc.,
didn't send over their allvance
material earlier on the two performances they gave at Villa
Madonna last Sunday. Derm6t
Grice, former Musketeer and
HOLi IN ON!
PHOTO FINISH OP HORII RACI
Masque Society star, took the
BY SLOW CAMllAMAN
Leo11ard W. Rozin.
leads in their presentations of
Uniuersit:y of Kansas
.John Dauis
Bue/melt Uniuersity
"Julius Caesar" and Moliere's
"The Would - Be Gentleman". ·
' From what I understand, we can
be wen proud of Alumnus Grice.
OPINION DEPA:RTMENT:
I'd like to go on record with
the opinion that Cincinnati theater is not quite so immoral as
some of my fellow students (interviewed in Monday's TimesOBVIOUSLY, Tf:'E TITLE of the above Droodle is: 47
Star's "Voice of the People")
insectology students enjoying· better-tasting Luckies
would have you believe. We
have our shoddy shows, as most
while studying 3 fireflies. All kinds of students are
theater cities do, but for every
PLY SWATTIR DISIGNID TO
bugs about Luckies. Matter of. fact, college smokers PAINTHUSH POI PAINTING IARllR POLI
one that is seriously lacking in
GIYI fLY SPORTING CHANCI
Eugene Heller
the morals department there are
Columbia University
Alan M. Becker
prefer Luckies to all other brands-and by a wide
at least six, maybe more, which
Pomona College
are not.
margin-according to the latest and greatest of all
The upshot of it is, of course,
college surveys. Once again, the No. 1 reason: Luckies
that we shoulll think of the good
rather than the bad elements in
taste better. The;v- taste better, first_ of all, b~cause
a situation before we judge it
too harshly. But I suppose the
Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco
Xavier men in question felt, as
is wasted to t~ste better. "It's Toasted" - the famous
most people do, that when called
on for a critical opinion they
Lucky Strike process-tones up Luckies' light, goodmust "criticize".· I am forced to
tasting tobacco to make it taste even better . . .
admit that they could hardly
have picked a better target than
cleaner, fresher, smoother. So, enjoy the better-tasting
"Pajama Tops", but I hope, in
ALL•DAY IUCKIR POI DllllRS
the future, they will consider the
cigarette ..• Lucky Strike.
Judith Lee Midgley
better plays first.
American Uniuersity
COMING ATTRACTIONS:
After the above item on stage ·
morality I'd rather not mention
"Tea and Sympathy", which
STUDENTS!
starts at the Taft Jan. 31st. But
Lucky
Droodles* are pouring in! Where
since most are unaware of just
are yours'? We pay $25 for all we use, and
in what and where "Tea and
for many we don't use. So send every
Sympathy" fails, I'd like to point
original Droodle in your noodle, with its
CIGARETTES
descriptive title, to Lucky Droodle, P.O.
out that the play is neither salaBox 67, New York 46, N. Y,
cious nor pornographic. It is
•DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Ro11er Price
tasteful insofar as its uncomforCLEANER,
FRESHER,
SMOOTHER
I
table subject allows, well-written, mechanically good, and very
@A. T,C:o.
PRODUCT or ~~c.l'~;aon, AMBalCA'S LEADING MANUFACTUaBR OP CIOARSTTSI
beautifully acted by the lovely

I!iw::w;~~~%~;"··
100K! LOOK! lOOIC! 1UCKV'DR001>1£S!:
:::;wJ.:"?:~w,~~~~~~*~:w:m::c~3M~~@$.;.%~1~~~iK\~~Tu~*~~?:~~i:@:%:~:~w:::~'::::::::t::~::~::::~;:~~~~~~Nm:::~~<:J~::!t:%:::(:::1M:~.(::~:::i:::::::::::::1~::wi:m:t.::..:::::::@::i::~':lm~~w,..,
0

...

\

-

0

-settM m_,te Luckte~...
LUCiia
TAllE llllER

EARN •251
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The Night Side of The News Loretta Leaves XU

Cafeteria

For Full Ti1ne Ho1ne1naki1i~·

•

Evemng College I~augm·ates First Golf Clinic; Te~ Years Dieletie ~orkloamcd a B.S. deg,ee in nutdtion.

Two Local Prof. ess1onals Offer Sho1·t Co11rse
Wednesdt1y E·vening Classes Will Allotv Students
T o Get, lndo01· P1·t1ctice in Swinging, Puuing
By Dorollry Trttgesm·
A Short Course Golf Clinic, being attempted for the
first time at XUEC, will begin Wednesday evening, Feb. l6.

For potential golfers, or for any golf enthusiast who would
like to brush up on the fine points of his technique, the Clinic
will offer eight weeks of experienced coaching. All phases
of the golf game will be covered,
including the proper use of course is open to men and women
woods, irons, and putters. The students for the usual short
course fee of $10.00.
In order to allow room to
swing the clubs indoors and to
practice putting, the course will
necessarily be limited to the first
50 who register. Registrants are
urged to come early.
Classes will be held on eight
consecutive Wednesday evenings
from 7:30 until 9:15 beginning
Feb. 16. All classes will be held
in the Evening College fourth
floor auditorium. Robert "Red"
Straus, head of the Cincinnati
Public Recreation Commission,
Henry Wilms
has announced that the Clinic
basic rules will be described and will be sanctioned by the Public
etiquette on the course will be Recreation Commission.

home repair, and maintenance
companies.
"Home Gardening," another
"Do It Yourself" repeat will be
conducted by Robert B. Kleinhans. Mr. Kleinhans is now a
professional landscape designer
and was formerly with the biology department at Xavier. This
course will be held on eight
Thursdays beginning Feb. 17.
In an entirely different field
will be the course, "Great Issues
of Contemporary Politics,'' conducted by Dr. Frank A. Peters of
Xavier's Political Science department. Some of the topics to come
into discussion will be Germany,
Russia, Dulles' Policy for Peace,
Thailand, Turkey, and probably
one very current topic. This
series will begin Tues., Feb. 15,
and continue for eight weeks.
Registrations for all of these
courses will be taken during the
regular registration period at the
Evening College. The fee for
each is $10.00 and they will run
from 7:30 to 9:15 on their respective evenings.

Brings Student Tribute

IFro_m there she w_ent to Cincinnatl General Hospital where she
"I'm making homemaking a interned for a year. Her next stop
f ll t'
. b · t d
f
was as assistant dietician at Miu
~me,, JO ms .ea 0 a ami University. With the need
part time'. Thus did Loretta for good dieticians she could have
Dambrosk1 gave her reason remained there indefinitely, but
for leaving the steam tables by a coup d'etat Xavier was able
and woes of
to spirit her away to where she
Xavier's ca f ewas the most needed.
teria. For the
For seven years then Xavier
last ten years
had exclusive rights to the time
she has been
and service of Loretta until the
the \voman in
clay of reckoning c·ame. She was
charge of feedmarried. The die was cast.
ing the bears
Though Xavier was able to hold
of Marion and
on to her for three more years,
Elet halls and
it was no use. On Dec. 16, 1954,
the cross-camLoretta crossed off her last numpus barracks'
ber on the boarding sheet and
men. For ten Mrs. Dambroski le.ft.
Falls she helped keep the stomIt was Napoleon who said that
achs of many a homesick fresh- an army travels on its stomach.
man his last link with home. And if he h..id been talking about
These silent and the many oral students he would have been
tributes paid her and her cafe- right again. Certainly Loretta's
teria by visitors and students contributions kept the Xavier
alike are ample proof of her sue- army one of the best fed anycess in one of the most demand- where.
ing jobs on the Xavier campus.
Loretta, as she is universally
Save tax stamps and bring
known, started out at the Uni- them to Hinkle Hall.
versity of Cincinnati where she - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

By Torn Jllc1foli/fc

explained.
Several other short courses - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The two professional golfers being offered are repeats from
who will conduct the clinic are
Henry "Hank" Wilms, pro at the
Avon Fields, and Morgan Jones,
pro from the California course.
Jones, who will give most of the
Clinic lectures, is a teacher and
assistant athletic coach at Hughes
High School. Wilms will act as
demonstrator, moving · thru the
class correcting faults in individual "swings" and handling of
the clubs.
Those who attend the course
need only to be in attendance in
order to participate. Clubs, balls
Morgan Jones
and mats for practice will be
supplied by "the school. The last year. Because of its popularity last the the "Home Maintenance and Repair" Course, one
of the series of "Do It Yourself"
c?ur 7es, is being repeated, begmnmg on Tuesday, Feb. 15, for
Dean of Men Rev. Patrick H. nine weeks at the usual fee. The
Ratterman, S.J., announced this course features a variety of
week the revised schedule for speakers from builder supplies,
of Roblee and
convocations in the coming few
months. on Monday, Feb 7, the
Crosby Square
noted former British communist
(Continued from Page 2)
leader, Douglas Hyde, will adA special
dress a gathering compulsory for Xavier students and everyone
the classes of 1955 and 1956. Wed- concerned with the good name of
group of shoes
nesday, Feb. 23, Miss Jorie Car- Xavier University would appreby Edwin £ta11p
rigue will give an invitational ciate it very much. Admittedly,
Originally
piano recital in the Cash Memor- the University of Cincinnati de12.95
Orig. 22.95 to 26.50
ial Room.
serves all the breaks and backing
to 15.~5
Mr. Frank Sheed will speak on it can get. After all it is Cincy's
99
Monday, Feb. 28 Mr. Louis F. own school.·
NOW
Roblee
and
Crosby
Square
top
quality
shoes
at
greatly
Budenz will be featured on March
Xavier also, however can share
16, and Dr. Charles C. Tansill in upholding the name of Cinreduced prices. Many new styles and leathers includwill round out the convocation cinnati in athletic fame. If both
ing Martin's Imported Scotch Grains in a large group. ·
Taken from our regular 1tock
schedule with a talk on Wednes- schools would receive firm sup• • • these are current styles,
Some styles ore completely l~ather lined. We have
day, March 30. Further inform- port from the newspapers here,
reduced to make room for our
sizes for everyone • , • but not in every style,
ation on tliese latter talks will every citizen of ·Cincinnati could
Spring arrivals.
follow in future issues of The point to them both with pride
MABLEY'S MEN'S SHOES e SECOND FLOOR
News.
and say that these were the
schools that made Cincinnati
Shop !Uabley's Tomorrow, 9:30 n. na. to 5:30 P• m.
known over the country.

la·nuarg

New Convocation
Schedule Published

SALE!

Sbufflin' Around

SALEI

Men~s

NOW

Shoes

9.ao

19·

-1
TUXEDO
RENTAL

WAIT!!-USE M'f
WILDROOT CP.EAM-

OIL, WHICH KEEPS
HAIR Nr::AT-AND

·s'GH.'t·NATURAL!!-

*
LANDEN, LTD.
606 Vine' St.

·PArkway 7345
Gor MESSY HAIR? DONT GET MADGET WILOROOTCREAM·OIL,OlAli?LIE! .
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SOUTH HALL SURVEY
Question: What Do You Think of "The Xavier News"?

Reporter: Dave Altera

Tliree Mt. Alver110 Brotliers Worst Announces
Schedule
WOrk A t Xu F Or B •S• D egrees Library
The Evanston Campus library
Teaching Future Goal of Franciscan Students;
Brown Habits of Trio Puzzle Fellow Students

Tom lVoebkenberg, '55: Of par- possesses any distinct humor to
By Dari llerlli
ticular enjoyment to me are the speak of. But this is my only
Three students of Xavier have. aroused curiosity in the
editorials, which I believe are serious complaint. I am, however, minds of their fellow students this semester. The reason?
very informawell satisfied with the weekly
tive. In gener- ,.,
releases.
The brown habits that the trio wears to class. Bro. Matthew
al, r think that .
• • •
Lyons, '55, Bro. Michael Kimberger, '58 and Bro. Edward
the paper is '
John Clifford, ,58 : Well, 1 think Stanfield, '57, are r:iembers of the Congregation of the Poor
quite good and
that The News is a pretty good Broth~rs of St: Francis. They a1:e
we 11 worth
paper. 1 imagine that most of the attendmg Xavier to pursue then·
reading. It '
students read
studies in the education field.
serve&; to pro- \
it regularly.
Brother Matthew is majoring
Vi de a g 0 0 d '
One difficulty
in English as is Brother Edward.
(Continued from Page 1)
vent f 0 r the
is that fr e Brother Michael has business ad- the West, under whose dominance
co 11 e g e stuq u en t l y the
ministration as his major field. they feel that they have been
dents to exdaily press
All intend to graduate with exploited. "The mind of Asia has
press their ideas on current 111 an ages t 0
Bachelor of Science degrees.
never been taken into account,"
events. I cannot speak as an ex- carry the more
The three Brothers live at he ~e.els. "T~e West tries to make
pert on what or what not a col- important news
Mount Alverno School in Price d.ec1s10ns .without .the consultalege newspaper should be, but I b c f ore th e
H'll
. t't t'
d
d t 10 11 of A sta. All A sm can rememcan truthfully say that this one school Pa Per
J '. an ms t u ion ow~e . an
ber is that the West came, the
lives up to high standards and·
operated by the Franc1scan W t
"t d th W t
t
comes out Too
Brothers which concentrates on
es ,,exp101 e '
e
es wen
gives its readers the information bad we ~an't l ve a Campus the behavior problems of boys away.
..
and ideas which it as a publica- daily
rn
f.
th ti . d t ti
. hth
He emphasized that these were
1e eig
11 r
0
tion has the obligation to impart.
·
i~n;
e
not his own opinions, but rather,
• • •
gi ace.
arguments decisive in Oriental
Joe Donovan, '57: When I pick
Students are asked to stay
Brothers Matthew and Michael thinking. Father de Souza conup my copy of the Xavier News out of Dinkle Hall unless they spend their time at Mt. Alverno eluded his informative talk by
the first thing I look at is the have business therein.
perfecting and working with the urging the West to return to its
s p 0 rt s page.
boys in social activities.
Spiritual traditions.
This is not because I dislike ·
the rest of the .
paper, but because I believe ·
it gives a good
account of the •.
XU athletic··
events an d is ·
not as prejudiced as the local daily papers in its coverage
of sporting events. As far as any
criticism of the paper in general
is concerned, I think that one
thing the paper could use is a
lot more pictures throughout its
entire eight pages,

East, West FigJ1t;
Place luclia In Vice

* * •
Tom Koberna, '57: As far as I
am concerned the Xavier University News is a pretty good college
newspaper,
b u t I believe
that there is
always room
f o r improvem en t. Persona l l y , I would
like to see
more humor in ...
our p a p e r in ·
the form of
jokes, cartoons, ~
humor columns, etc. Right now
I don't think that our publication

OF NOTE
(Continued from Page 2)
along side Mozart's and Bach's,
but !or our needs today he is
more than s;ufficient.
next symphony-An all Brahms
program. That should bring a
real avant garde o Music Hall.
Saul Caston guest conducts and
Daniel Wayenberg plays Brahms'
Concerto No. 1.
yma-Whether she's Yma Sumac
or Amy Camus we still like the
Voice of the Xtabay who'll charm
the birds at the Taft Tuesday at
8:30. If this gets through to the
starling committee, Dave Roberts
and his shotgun pals are through.
and there you arc-A little far
afield, but why some one of
George Gobel's caliber had to be
booked with such rotten acts as
preceded him onto the Taft
stage Saturday we'll never know.
Then to get the key to Cincinnati
while the mayor told us all what
a great person Ruth Lyons is.
Gobel must be great, because I
wouldn't sit through all that
again to see Churchill do the
mambo with Malenkov.

Pf CHESTERFIELD
70datj-

You 11 smile your approval of Chester£ield's
1

smoothness - mildness - refreshing taste.

You ,II smile your approval of Chesterfield's
quality - highest quality - low nicotine.

will operate under the following
schedule, Albert J. Worst, librarian, announced.
DAILY
.:gondayt tl~ough ·saturday8
EVE;I~G~ p.m.
Monday through Thursday6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Silence must' be preserved in
the reading room.

Dance in Air-Filtered Comfort
On Cincy's Largest, Finest Floor

BUDDY MORROW
and Dis Orchestra

SATURDAY EVENING
RESERVATIONS, CH 3086

